
Joe DeBell, EBH 5th grade teacher will conduct two different workshops for children grades 
Kindergarten to 2nd grade and another for children grades 3rd to 5th on Monday August 
21, 2017 at the Geneseo  Wadsworth Library.   Each workshop would run approximately 
two hours each and children would cycle through several astronomy and space camp like 
situations as well as viewing the eclipse that is occurring on that date. K-2 program from 
12:00- 2:00 pm and 3-5 from3:00 pm - 5:00 pm with the hour in between for both ages 
to come and view during the maximum of the eclipse. 

The workshop could include but not be limited to:
● The Drake Equation- an equation used to measure our chances of finding life in 

space
● Postcard from Earth- how might we communicate with a being from another planet
● Survival on the Moon- what are the most important supplies you’d need to survive 

on the Moon
● Requirements for a Space Mission- how much food, water, and oxygen would you 

need to survive in space
● Eating and Drinking in Space- can you swallow in space if you are in free fall
● Free Falling- what does free fall mean and how does it affect astronauts
● Disorientation in Space- how do astronauts train for the disorientation of 

micro-gravity
● Communications in Space-  how can the astronauts and mission control give and 

take directions without visual contact
● Create a Mission Flight Patch- all missions to space have a flight patch, what could 

you make for your mission to space
● Classifying Galaxies- observe and compare distant galaxies
● Studying Nebulae- what is the role of these clouds of gases and dust in the life cycle 

of stars
● Making a Paraffin Photometer-make a photometer to help measure brightness and 

relate it to star distances
● Capturing Colors- how do astronomers observe the colors in starlight
● Measuring Planet Sizes-which planets are the biggest, smallest and the differences 

between them
● Comparing Planetary Distances- how far from Earth and the Sun are the other 

planets
● When to Go Planet Watching- how the planet Mars really moves in space and how 

that motion affects how Mars looks in the Earth’s night sky
● Mining for Meteorites- what does a falling star look like up close
● Star Patterns in the Sky- constellations that are circumpolar and others in different 

seasons
● Making a Planisphere- why do the constellations not always appear in the same 

positions in the sky, predict where and when a particular constellation is visible in 
the sky

● Constellation in a Can- individual stars are easier to identify once you learn to 
recognize star patterns called constellations

Joe will also assist in the International Observe the Moon Night on Saturday October 28, 
2017 where he will hold a evening observation of the night sky watch highlighting the 
Moon in a worldwide, public celebration of lunar science and exploration. Adults, children 
and families would be invited to observe and learn about the moon together, and to 
celebrate the cultural and personal connections we all have with Earth's nearest neighbor. 

● formation of the Moon
● size and distance 
● orbit and rotation 
● structure 
● surface 
● astrosphere
● potential for life 
● magnetosphere 
● exploration
● significant dates 
● pop culture
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